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The Combinatory Properties of Halkomelem Ledcal Suffixes
Donna B. Gerdts
Simon Fraser University
O. Halkomelem ledcal suffixes I
This paper is part of on-going research into the morphosyntactic structure
of lexical suffixes. I explore some properties of lexical suffixes in Halkomelem,
one of twenty-three Salishan languages. Halkomelem is spoken in southwestern
British Columbia in the vicinity of Vancouver and on the east coast of Vancouver
Island. The data are from the Island dialect of Halkomelem (h<1/q<1min<1m). This
dialect is currently spoken by around two hundred elders.2
Lexical suffixes are suffixes that have substantival meaning. That is, they
have meanings usually carried by nouns in other languages. Lexical suffixes
usually bear no phonological similarity to free-standing nouns of similar meaning: 3
(I)

-as
-C;!S
-s;)n
-wi!
-9;)n
-ewtx w
-:ly;>1

'face, round object'
'hand, finger'
'foot, leg'
'rib, vessel'
'mouth, edge'
'building, room'
'baby, child'

s?a9;!s
cel;!§
sblb
I;!w;!l(
9a9;!n
lel;!m
qeq

'face'
'hand'
'foot'
'rib'
'mouth'
'house'
'baby'

Most Salishan languages have approximately one hundred lexical
suffixes denoting body parts (handJoot, heart, nose), basic
physical/environmental concepts (earth,fire, water, wind, tree, rock), cultural
items (calloe, /lei, house, clothing), and human/relational terms (people, spouse,
child). The suffixes, especially the body part suffixes, extend to take on shape,
locative. and relational meanings (Hinkson, in preparation) and some are
grammaticized into grammatical morphemes functioning as desideratives,
applicatives, etc. (Gerdts and Hinkson 1996).
One common use of lexical suffixes is to form compounds. The suffix is
added 10 a verb or noun root to form a noun, as seen in (2).4
(2)

iiw:lpl-ewtx w
?it;)t-!Jlw;)t
l;)m;)I-~ps;)m

qWley-s:ln

'church' (pray + building)
'pajamas' (sleep + clothing)
'woodpecker' (ochre + neck)
'shoe' (log + foot)

Lexical suffixes also frequently appear in verb phrases. Here they can play the role
of an oblique nominal adding a locative or manner meaning to the verb phrase, as
illustrated in (3).
(3)

qt-a9;!n
q;!t-nec
qa-§{n-t
qp-as-;!m

'walk along (a shore etc.)' (go along + mouth)
'go around end oflake' (go along + bottom)
'accompany him' (accompany + foot + transitive)
'assemble, gather face to face' (gather + face + middle)

The commonly accepted view of lexical suffixation is that it does not
alter core argument structure, as noun incorporation does, but rather it adds an
adverbial or adjectival specification to the stem. For example, Anderson (1992) and
Bach (1995) make this claim for the neighboring Wakashan languages. In this
paper, I present evidence that runs counter to this view of lexical suffixation. I
claim instead that lexical suffixes can in fact occupy argument positions in initial
structun:. That is, they are exactly parallel to incorporated nouns, which are
attested 10 many languages of the world.
First, note that lexical suffixes frequently appear in verb phrases carrying
the role of theme, as in (4); in my corpus this use is more common than that in (3).
(4)

qws-ey;!n
s;!wq-iws
I;,c-fllq;,n

pi8-;,lmn w

'set a net' (throw out + net)
'search for a lost person' (seek + body)
'shear wool' (cut + hair)
'milk a cow' (wring out + breast)

~n this use: lexical suffixation is functionally parallel to compounding noun
IOcorporatton (Rosen 1989, Gerdts 1998). The lexical suffixation ofthe theme
be seen by comparing the form with the lexical
detransitivizes the clause: This
suffix in (5) to the clause with a free standing nominal in (6).

can

(5)

ni?
§kw_;,y;,1
I;, Mary.
aux
bathe-baby detMary
'Mary bathed the baby.'

(6)

§akW-;,t-;,s
I;, slen j?/-Mary
n j?
aux
bathe-tr-3erg detwoman/-Mary
'The woman/-Mary bathed the baby.

I;! qeq.
detbaby

The clause in ~6) is transitive and thus has a transitive suffix and ergative
agreement while (5) lacks these. Furthermore, proper noun ergatives are prohibited
by many speakers oflsland Halkomelem, as seen in (6). But note that Mary in (5)
2
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is not subject to this prohibition; it is an absolutive nominal due to the lexical
suffixation of the object.
This paper seeks to give further evidence t~at the lexical s~ffix is ~
argument in underlying structure, based on th.e co~blnatory.propertles oflexlc~1
suffixes. As seen in the basic verb template gIven In (7), lexIcal suffixes occur In
position I, following the verb root.
(7)

-I
0
+1
+2
+3
+4
prefixes root applicative transitivity object suffixes; subject
+aspect suffixes;
suffixes reflexive suffixes; suffixes
lexical
reciprocal
suffixes
suffix

This paper discusses three combinations of lexical suffixes with other suffixes.
First I discuss the combination of lexical suffixes with other position I suffixes,
the a~plicatives. Then I discuss lexical suffixes and causative, a position 2 suffix.
Finally, I discuss lexical suffixes and reflexive, a position 3 suffix.

1. Lexical suffixes and applicatives
First let us see how lexical suffixes interact with applicative
constructions. 'Halkomelem has several applicative constructions, as discussed in
Gerdts (1988). The benefactive applicative is illustrated in (8).
(8)

ni?
qW
JI-Jic-9ams-JS
aux
bake-ben-tr+ lobj-3erg
'He baked the salmon for me.'

?J
obi

kW
9J sce:itJn.
det salmon

The suffix -J/c-is added to the verb root, the benefactive is the surface object, and
the theme, if it is expressed, is an oblique phrase. Benefactive applicatives are
totally productive. Any verb that has a simple transitive form can al~o ha~e a
benefactive as long the meaning makes sense. Some examples are gIVen III (9).
(9)

in lJt

XJIt
kWJnJt
pe iSJt
9Jyt

'bake it'
'write it'
'take it'
'sew it'
'fix it'

qW~IJicJt

XJIJicJt
kWJnJicJt
peiSJict
9JYJlcJt

'bake it for himlher'
'Write it for/to himlher'
'take it for him/her'
'sew it for himlher'
'fix it for himlher'

It has been noted by Mithun (1984), Baker (1988), and others that the theme in the
appticative construction in some languages can appear as an !n~orporated noun.
Baker (1988) cites the following Tuscarora example from WIthams (J 976):5
3
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(10) Wa?-khe-ta?nar-atya?t-hah9.
PAST-IsS13fO-bread-buy-APPL+PUNC.
'I bought her some bread.'
Halkomelem shows parallel facts. The theme in the applicative construction can
appear as a lexical suffix:
(II) sk w-JYJJ-JJc-9ams.
bathe-baby-ben-tr+ I obj
'Bathe the baby for me.'
(12) iSxw-JlwJt-Jic-Jt
wash-clothes-ben-tr
'Wash clothes for himlher.'
(13) qp-JWJI-Jlc-Jt.
tie-vessel-ben-tr
'Tie up the canoe for himlher.'
The benefactive applicative -alc- follows the lexical suffix.
The applicative -alc- is used only on transitive forms. A different
applicative, -me?- is used to form the benefactive applicative based on intransitive
verbs:
(14) kWukW-me?-t.
cook-appl-tr
'Cook for himlher.'
The verb in (14) is an intransitive cooking action kWukw 'cook' (from English).
This contrasts with the verb in the first example in (9), qWalat 'bake it', which is a
transitive cooking action, as seen by the presence of the transitive suffix -to Note
that the latter forms an applicative with the benefactive suffix -alc-. The examples
in (15) illustrate other instances where a benefactive applicative formed withme?- is based on an intransitive.
(15) qWJyf)JS
ya:ys
lXilJS
?JSJI

'dance
'work'
'stand'
'paddle'

qWJyf)Jsme?t
ya:ysme?t
lXilJsme?t
?JsJlme?t

4

'dance for himlher'
'work for himlher'
'stand for himlher'
'paddle for himlher'
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The applicative suffix -me?- can not be used with lexical suffixes to
fonn benefactives, as seen in (16). Examples like these are ungrammatical
regardless of the order that the lexical suffix and the applicative appear in.
(16) *skw-:lY:ll-me?-9ams
*iox w-:llw:lt- me?- t
*qp-:lw:ll- me?- t

or

*skW- me?-:lY:JI-9ams
*iox w_me?-:ll W:lt- t
*qp-me?-;Jw;Jl-t

The ungrammaticality of these data is paradoxical because, as we have argued
above, lexical suffixation detransitivizes the clause. These observations lead to the
conclusion that the type of applicative is selected based on the underlying structure
of the clause, not its structure after lexical suffixation.
(17)

Benefactive applicatives:
a. Use -illc- when the underlying predicate is 2-place.
b. Use -me?- when the underlying predicate is I-place.

Following our assumption that the lexical suffix is a core argument in underlying
structure (name, the theme), the underlying predicate is transitive and fonns
benefactives as expected, with the'transitive benefactive applicative -iJlc-.
Lexical suffixes can in fact occur with -me?- but not in its use as a
benefactive. The applicative suffix -me?- is also used for applicative objects with
the semantics of causal, stimuli, or direction (Gerdts 1988):
(18)

Iciws
qei
si?si?
xi?xe?
?iY-;JS

'tired'
'believe'
'afraid'
'ashamed'
'happy' (good + face)

lciwsme?t
qeime?t
si?si?me?t
j{j?j{e?me?t
?iY;Jsme?t

'tired ofhimlher'
'believe himlher'
'afraid ofhimlher'
'ashamed ofhimlher'
'happy for himlher'

For example, we see a directional use of -me?- co-occurring with lexical suffixes
in (19) and (20).
(19)

ni?
ct
qt-a9;m-me?-t.
aux
I plsub
walk-edge-appl-tr
'We walked right by him as we walked along the shore.'

(20)?i
?;J ce:p ?;JW XW;Jn s;Jwq-iws-me?-t k w 9;J nj? s-?ikw?
aux int 2plsub comp still seek-body-appl-tr det aux nm-Iost
'Are you all still searching for that lost person?'
5
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The example in (20) contrasts with the applicative in (21), which is benefactive (in
this case delegative) rather than directional in meaning.
(21) s;Jwq-iws-;J1c-9ams
~
ce?
seek-body-ben-tr+ I obj 20bj fut
'You will take my place in the search for the missing person.'
Note that -iJlc-, the transitive benefactive, is used in (21). So we see that the
blocking of the co-occurrence of lexical suffix and -me?-. as in the examples in
(16), is not due to a morphological constraint.
To summarize, Halkomelem has two forms of benefactive: -xc- is used
for base transitives, while -me?- is used for base intransitives. In examples like
(II H 13), in which a lexical suffix and a benefactive co-occur, the transitive form
of the benefactive is used. What these data show is that the lexical suffix satisfies
the notion oftransitivity required by the transitive benefactive suffix. This follows
from an analysis that posits that the lexical suffix is the theme argument in these
examples.

2. Lexieal suffixes and eausatives
. A second type of evidence that the lexical suffix is a core argument in
underlymg structure comes from causative constructions. The interaction of
causatives an~ nou~ incorporation has been noted for many languages, including
Alutor (KoptjevskaJa-Tamm and Muravyova 1993). For example, we see in the
Aluto~ causative in (22) that the caused event 'cutting the wood' appears inside the
causatIve.
(22) g;Jm-nan abk
t;J-n-u-svitku-v;J-tk-;Jn.
I-erg
son:abs Isg.A-caus-wood-cut-suff.pres-3sg.p
'I am making the son cut wood.'
yve se~ ~arallel data in Halkomelem. The causative suffix -sf only attaches to
mtransltlve bases (Gerdts 1988). Since lexical suffix constructions are
~o.rphosynta~tically intransitive, it is not surprising that lexical suffixes can appear
mSlde causatIves:
(23) sq-;J!C;Jp-st;Jx'"
~.
cut-wood-caus+30bj
2sub
'You make him chop wood.'
(24)

ni?
c;,n ;'a?-ey;,l-st;,x".
aux
Isub comfort-child-caus
'I had him comfort the child.'
6
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Notice the mirror image morphological order in Alutor and Halkomelem. The
incorporated noun and the causative are prefixal in Alutor while the lexical suffix
and causative are suffixal in Halkomelem.
Alutor also has examples of noun incorporation outside the causative. For
example in (25), the incorporated noun 'wife' is the causee.
(25)

t~)fg-a.
g;)mm;) t;)-lpv;)-n-aw;)j-at-0-;)k
I :abs
I sg.s-wife-caus-eat-suff.aor-I sg.s meat-instr
'[ fed my wife with meat.'

Again, Halkomelem shows parallel data. The causee i.n Halkomelem m~st be
animate (Gerdts 1988). And the data in (26) show ~exlcal suffix~s refemng to
humans representing the causee. This appears outside the causatIVe suffix.
(26)

a.

n i? ?;)m;)t-st-;)n;)q.
aux sit-caus-people
'He sat the people down. '

b.

n j? ?i m;)~-st-;)n;)q.
aux walk-caus-people
'He made the people walk.'

c.

n i? lXiIiS-st-;)n;)q.
aux stand-caus-people
'She made the people stand up.'

d

ni? q;)q;'ma?-st-ey;)1.
aux take breast-caus-child
'She breast-fed a child.'

In addition, Alutor shows double causatives, where causative appears
before and after noun incorporation:
(27)

g;)m-nan ak;)k
t;)-n-nalg;)-n-kuww-at-av;)-tk-;)n.
I-erg
son:abs I sg.s-caus-skin-caus-dry-suf-suf-pres-Isg.s
'I am making my son dry a skin/skins.'

Halkomelem again has parallel data.

7

(28)

ni?
c;)n lXilis-st-;)n;)q-st;)X w•
aux
1sub stand-caus-people-caus+30bj
'I made him stand the people up.'

(29)

ni?
q;)q;,ma?-st-ey;)l-st;)xW_;)S
I;) nas I;)
aux
breast-caus-child-caus+30bj-3erg det nurse det
'The nurse had Mary breast feed the child.'

Mary.
Mary

We see causative morphology both before and after the lexical suffixes for 'people'
(28) and 'child' (29). These lexical suffix are causees of the first causative.
Also in Halkomelem, lexical suffixes can appear both before and after
causatives as in (30c) and (31 c) and in the double causatives in (30d) and (31 d).
(30) a.
b.
c.
d

sq-;)Ic;)p
sq-;)lc;)p-st;)X w
sq-;)\C;)p-st-;)n;)q
sq- ;)Ic;)p- st-;)n;)q- st;)X w

'cut firewood'
'make him cut firewood'
'make people cut firewood'
'make him make people cut firewood'

(31) a.
b.
c.
d

te:-n;)q
te:-n;)q-st;)X W
te:- n ;)q- st-;)n;)q
te:- n ;)q- st-;)n;)q- st;)X

'give a potlatch' (invite + people)
'have her give a potlatch'
'have people give a potlatch'
'have her have people give a potlatch'

W

The first lexical suffix is the theme (object) of the base verb. while the second
lexical suffix represents the causee of the first causative.
The Halkomelem data thus mirror the interactions found between
causatives and noun incorporation, for example in Alutor. Since the usual view of
causatives is that the causee and the theme are core arguments in initial structure,
these data provide evidence that the lexical suffix is a core argument.

3. Lexical suffixes and reflexives
A third type of evidence that the lexical suffix does not always originate
as an adjunct comes from the interaction of external possession constructions and
reflexives. As noted by Mithun (1984), Baker (1988), and others, many languages
with noun incorporation also allow a construction in which the incorporated noun
is the possessed head of a theme. This gives rise to an external possession
construction, in which the semantic possessor appears as an argument of the verb,
normally the object of a transitive verb or the subject of an intransitive verb. In the
following example from Blackfoot (Frantz 1971), the underlying possessor 'man'
is thesurface object of the verb, while the possessed body part is an incorporated
noun.
8
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(37) a.

(32) Nft-ssik-o'kakfn-aw 6ma nfnaawa.
I-break-back-him
that man
'I broke the man's back.'
Halkomelem lexical suffixes similarly appear in an external possession
construction. In (33), the possessed head of the theme 'head' appears as a lexical
suffix, and the notional possessor sq"ilmey 'dog' is the syntactic object of the
clause.
(33)

nj?
t~i-?qw+~s
l~
slenj?
aux
comb-head-tr-3erg det woman
'The woman combed the dog's hair.'

kw9~ sqw~mey.

det

dog

b.

*n i? c~n te~xw-~e-9~t.
aux \sub wash-foot-tr+refl
'I washed my feet.'
ni? c~n te~xw-~en-~m.
aux Isub wash-foo~-intr
'I washed my feet.'

I give examples of external possession, with and without coreference in (38) and
further examples of reflexive cases of external possession in (39).
(38) ?e?te-s~-t
~kw-~y~l-t

i~ms-~n~-t

This construction is not limited to part-whole constructions, as seen in (34) where
the possessed object is 'bed'.
(34)

sewq-~wtx w_ t
kwaxw-~wtxW-~t

ni?
?~
C
9~y-e?I-9aIM?
aux
int
20bj make-flexible.material-tr+I obj
'Did you make my bed?'
(39)

se?-sen-~m

texw-cs-~m

Alternatively, it could be claimed that the 'possessor' is actually the theme
argument of the clause, while the lexical suffix is an adverbial modifier. Under this
account a more suitable translation for (33) would be 'The woman combed the dog
on the head.' However, as I argued in Gerdts (1981), the possessor, though it
inflects like a surface object, lacks the properties of a theme or underlying object.
For example, the underlying possessor cannot be reflexivized like a
theme. In Halkomelem reflexives, the suffix -(Jilt appears in the object position.

ts-i?qw-~m

xW?~te-~lqs~n-~m
texw-~In~s-~m
bw-tee?~m
9Qw-itee?-~m

x wte~l-qin -~m
9~y-e?I-~m

(35)

kW~ne-w~I-~m

nj?

aux
shoot-tr+ref det
'The man shot himself.'

9~y-~wtx W_~m

man

Other examples of reflexive verb forms are given in (36):
(36) ?ar9~t
c~yxw9~t
l~xw~9~t

'kill self
'dry self
'cover self

9

'wiping one's feet'
'bathe one's baby'
'braid one's hair'
'looking for a house
for oneself
'knock on one's
own house'

'raise one's foot'
'wash one's hands'
'comb one's hair'
'wipe one's nose'
'brush one's teeth'
'undress, take off one's clothes'
'put many layers of clothes on self
'quench one's thirst'
'make one's own bed'
'take one's own car or boat'
'build a house for oneself

These data are easily accounted for given the condition on reflexives stated in
Gerdts (1988). The reflexive suffix -(Jilt is used only when the reflexive is the
underlying object or theme. It is not used for derived objects like external
possessors nor for the derived objects in applicative constructions. Gerdts (1988, to
appear) gives the following generalization:
(40)

But external possessor constructions with lexical suffixes cannot be reflexivized
with -(Jilt, as seen in (37a). Rather, the middle suffix -ilm is used, as seen in
(37b) (Gerdts to appear, Gerdts and Hukari 1998).

'wiping hislher feet' ?e?te-s~n-~m
'bathe hislher baby' ~kw-~yl-~m
bms-~ne:-m
'braid hislher hair'
'looking for a house sewq-~wtx w_~m
for himlher'
'knock on his house' kwaxw-~wtxW-~m

Reflexives:
a. Use -(Jat when the underlying object is coreferent with the subject.
b. Use -ilm when a derived object is coreferent with the subject.
10
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Thus, the reflexive data provide support for the claim that the possessor is a
derived object. This follows under an analysis that posits that the possessor
modifies the lexical suffix in underlying structure. The lexical suffix occupies the
position of head of the theme, an argument position.

4. Conclusion
We can conclude that lexical suffixes are not merely adverbial modifiers
occupying non-argument positions. Lexical suffixation can internalize a core
argument such as theme or causee and thus affects the argument structure of the
clause. Lexical suffixation functions like compounding noun incorporation and can
be ordered with other argument structure-altering rules. Moreover, we see on the
basis of the reflexive data that the possessor in the external possessive construction
is not the theme. This follows from an analysis that posits that the lexical suffix is
the head of the theme in underlying sturcture.
Sapir ( 1911 ) claims that lexical suffixes cannot be regarded as
incorporated nouns because they do not resemble free-standing nouns. But what we
have seen here is that lexical suffixes function exactly like incorporated nouns.
Lexical suffixes are simply historical nouns that have journeyed further down the
grammaticization path than the incorporated nouns found in many languages. New
free-standing nouns have been invented to serve as nominals as the old noun roots
became bound forms. The lexical suffix still has the functional properties and the
categorial status of noun, even though its ability to function as a free- standing
noun is gone.
NOTES
1This paper is (g 1999 by the Berkeley Linguistics Society and is
scheduled to appear in the Proceedings ofBLS 25.

21 thank the Island Halkomelem elders, especially Theresa Thorne, for
their assistance with the Halkomelem data. My research is funded by grants from
the Jacobs Fund and from the Social Sciences Humanities Research Council of
Canada. Thanks to Tom Hukari, Charles Ulrich, and audiences at BLS and LSA for
their comments and suggestions.
.
The following abbreviations are used in glossing the Halkomelem
examples: I = first person, 2 = second person, 3 = third person, appl = applicative,
aux = auxiliary, ben = benefactive, comp = complementizer, caus = causative, det
= determiner, erg = ergative, fut = future, int = interrogative, intr = intransitive, nm
= nominalizer, obj = object, obI = oblique, pI = plural, sub = subject, ref =
reflexive, tr = transitive.
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d: For a di~cussion of the origin of lexical suffixes and their relationship to
ee-stan mg nommals see Kinkade (1998) and references therein.

h d N 4Gerdts and Hinkson (1996) have noted the ability of the lexical suffix to
ea a. Icompound and have used this as evidence that the lexical suffix has the
categona status of a noun.
.
5The rela!ive orde~ of the incorporated noun and applicative in Tuscarora
IS not transparen! SInce one IS prefixal and the other suffixal. In Halkomelem
however, the leXIcal suffix clearly precedes the benefactive suffix.
'
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PosmONAL PREFIXES AND VARIANT PREFIX ORDER
IN MOSES-COLUMBIAN SALISH
M. Dale Kinkade

I. Backpuund. Moses-Columbian Salish has several categories of prefIXes, including at least the following:
aspectual, directional, positional, a nominalizer, three used for counting, and a couple of miscellaneous
ones. First and second person singular possessive morphemes have usually been treated as prefixes by
Salishanists, but there is good evidence in Moses-Columbian (as well as elsewhere in Salish) that these are
proclitics rather than prefIXes. I will be concerned here only with the positional and nominalizing prefixes
(and marginally with directional prefIXes).
Whatlam calling positionals are usually labelled locative in Salish, and with good reason. However,
Moses-Columbian has what I call cislocative ('this way') and translocative (,that way') prefIXes, and using
th~ two traditional labels impels me to avoid locative as the label for a set of seven prefIXes that indicate
position in relation to something. I will class the cislocative and translocative preftxes as directionals,
following Reichard (1938:597) and Mattina (1973:67), although the contents of Mattina's categories differ
significantly from mine. The categories POSrnONAL and OIR!!cnONAL differ markedly in how they are used.
Positionals are purely derivational, and are used for creating new stems. Directionals are more nearly
inDectionaJ.
The cislocative prefix is C-, and is homonymous with one variant of the stative aspect prefix 1ac-/c-.
1 mention these here because of the
morphophonemics involved in the selection of one of these variants; they are the same for 1al-II-, 1ac-Ic-,
sac-Isc- (another aspectual prefix), and na-/n- (one of the positional prefixes discussed below). In all these
pairs, the form with a vowel occurs only when the prefIX immediately precedes the root, and the stressed
vowel of the word follows the first root consonant - that is preceding.rcVx. Thus 1al- occurs with the
root nal'" 'go, walk' in 1alnfJ¥", 'he went home', c- appears with it in cnlr¥'" 'come', and both occur
together as Icn{q", 'he came back', where the extra consonant between the prefix and the root result in
vowel deletion in 1al-. To complete the picture, Moses-Columbian has a third directional prefix,yap- 'on
the way', illustrated in (1) along with contrasting forms without it. 1

The translocative prefIX has two variants, 1al- and 1-.

la.

yap-kWM_ks-n
olR-take-hand-lso.sU8l
'I grabbed him by the hand/arm
(as he was going by)' JM

kWM-n
take-lso.sU8l
'I grabbed it, 1 held it, 1 took it' JM,_,!!P

I Abbrevialions used are 1S0.081 = firsl person sinpl.r objecl; ISO.SU8l = first person linplar sUbjecl; 2s0.su81 ,. second
person singular subject; 3poss ,. lhird person possessioe; 3sU8l ,. third person subject; APPL = applicalive; AUT = aulonomoas;
CAUS == causative; CHAR = characteristic: reduplication; CIS _ cislocative; DIMIN == diminutive; DIR : directional; 01STR :
dislribulive plural; EMPH ,. emphatic; FUT = fulure; IMI'ER = imperalioe; tMPF - imperfective aspect; INCH = inchoalive; ....ST
== instrument; MOL
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:=

middle voic:e; NOM

= nominalizer; O.C.= out-oF--oonlml;

POS == positional; REFL

:=

renexive; REL _

relalional; RSLT = resullalive; so == sinplar; ST == 51alive upect; TIt == transilive; TRLOC - lranslocalive: UNR _ unrealized aspect;
an equals sign precedes lexicalsuffllles; a bullel (.) indicales reduplicalion; squre brackets in examples indicale inr..... material.
Suffllled subjects are Iransilive; inlransilive subjects are clilics. Third person inlransitive subject and Ihird person object are zero;
pluralilyor Ihird person is indicaled by an addilional parlicle which does not occur in lhese data. Speakers are idenlified by lbeir
initials only.

